1. **UC Merced Update**  UCM will not be opening until F05. However, they’ve created Transfer Foundations that can be used to advise students considering transfer. These are posted on the Counselor Web Site and should be used along with the Transfer Planning sheets I’ve copied. Eventually, all info will be on ASSIST.

2. **Web Site Updates**  1) 03-05 catalog is now available online. I’ve put a link to it on the Merritt page; 2) Additions to CAN entries on Info Resources page: CAN catalog, CAN Matrix, and CAN course descriptions; 3)

3. **SDSU Admissions Update**  Admission criteria are changing dramatically for San Diego State for F04. I’ve put 2 links on the SDSU page to keep you current: one is for their Transfer Admission Planner (TAP) and the other is for up-to-date admissions information.